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Happy Friday!
Another week closer to the year’s end, when we’ll be launching plans for
success currently being developed. Here are a few nuggets to ponder over
the weekend!
The “Pick 2” Rule. Speed, quality, price - probably can’t get all three at
the same time.
Breaks work. The holiday season brings out the best…and possibly the
worst! Breaks can help that.
2022 Planning. Inflation, low unemployment, high job openings. There
is a lot to consider as we try to finalize plans for the coming year!
One Fun Fact!

Pick 2 and “Work/Life Balance”

The Pick Two Rule is a great way to contextualize the tradeoffs we
make in our daily lives. Specifically, this applies to how we manage our
time across competing objectives – from family, work, and
what bestselling author Ryan Holiday calls “scene.” Our scene is whatever
we love to do for ourselves; it could be travel, concerts, working
out, dinner with friends, or otherwise. It’s very difficult, if not
impossible, to give full focus to work, family, and scene at the same time.
- Robert Glazer

Take a break!

Time out!

Take a pause for the cause! There is a lot going on, and the pressures
are compounded by the constant awareness that COVID is still present.
The bottom line: Take care of yourself by turning off the surrounding
noise several times a day. No news; no phone; no emails. Make it a point
to establish periodic quiet times throughout the day to help maintain
some semblance of balance!

Planning successful 2022…

It’s right around the corner

Our thought bubble: The future is tough to predict without all the
noise surrounding inflation, job openings, interest rates whatever! Thank heavens for the ease of making changes to forecasts
with spreadsheets. I think back to the old days of #2 pencil projections,
heavy reliance on erasers, and simply starting over with a clean sheet of
paper.
The bottom line: Stay flexible - keep your spreadsheet handy! Be
prepared for change and make the adjustments needed to make things
happen. Be mindful that changing conditions are inevitable and reacting
in a timely manner is critical.

One Fun Fact!

Have a “perry!”

There’s no such thing as pear cider!
Actually, "cider" is an alcoholic beverage made from fermented apples,
and only apples. Alcoholic beverages can be made from pears, but that
drink is known as "perry."
The drink was popular in England for centuries but fell out of favor
during the second half of the twentieth century. That turned around in
the 1990s when the drink was rebranded as pear cider. Best Life.

Please stay safe and have a great weekend!
Keep up with our blog by clicking here!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?
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